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Abstract – Data mining is extracting and automatic
discovering the web based information has been used as web
mining. It is one of the most universal and a dominant
application on the Internet and it becomes increasing in size
and search tools that combine the results of multiple search
engines are becoming more valuable. But, almost none of
these studies deals with genetic relation algorithm (GRA),
where GRA is one of the evolutionary methods with graph
structure. GRA was designed to both increase the
effectiveness of search engine and improve their efficiency.
GRA considers the correlation coefficient between stock
brands as strength, which indicates the relation between
nodes in each individual of GRA.  The reduced number of
hyperlinks provided by GRA in the final generation consists
of only the most similar hyperlinks with respect to the query.
But, the end user’s not satisfied fully. To improve the
satisfaction of user by using Page rank algorithm to measure
the importance of a page and to prioritize pages returned
from a GRA. It will reduce the user’s searching time.
PageRank algorithm works to allocate rank for filtered links
based on number of keyword occurred in the content.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The web is huge, diverse and dynamic and thus raises
the scalability, multimedia data and temporal issues
respectively. We currently drowning in information and
facing information overload. Information user could
encounter, among others the following problems when
interacting with web: finding relevant information,
creating new knowledge out of the information available
on the web, learning about consumers etc., These
problems are solved by web mining in directly or
indirectly, not only these problems are solved by web
mining and also other techniques are available to solve
the above problem i.e., Information  retrieval, database,
natural language processing. Web mining is the use of data
mining techniques to automatically discover and extract
information from web documents and services and the
recent interest in research is e-commerce.

IR is the automatic retrieval of all relevant documents
while at the same time retrieving as few of the irrelevant
document as possible. Its primary goal is to indexing the
text and searching for useful information in a collection
and nowadays research in IR. Web mining   sub tasks are
resource finding Information selection and preprocessing,
generalization, and analysis. Web mining is part of
information environment. Web mining categories are web
content web structure and web usage mining. Multimedia
data mining is instance of web content mining. Web
content data are unstructured and more structured In
Genetic algorithm search does not optimize the parameters
of searching agents but rather directly deals with points in

search space. The link structure of the web to produce a
global importance ranking of every web page. This
ranking called PageRank, helps search engines and users
quickly make sense of the vast heterogeneity of the
WWW. Personalized information filtering system has to
satisfy three requirements. They are specialization,
adaptation, exploration.

II. AN IMPLEMENTATION OF WEB

PERSONALIZATION USING WEB MINING

TECHNIQUES

Web mining is the application of data mining techniques
to extract knowledge from Web. Web mining has been
explored to a vast degree and different techniques have
been proposed for a variety of applications that includes
Web Search, Classification and Personalization etc. Most
research on Web mining has been from a ‘data-centric’
point of view. In this paper, we highlight the significance
of studying the evolving nature of the Web
personalization. Web usage mining is used to discover
interesting user navigation patterns and can be applied to
many real-world problems, such as improving Web
sites/pages, making additional topic or product
recommendations, user/customer behavior studies, etc. A
Web usage mining system performs five major tasks: i)
data gathering, ii) data preparation, iii) navigation pattern
discovery, iv) pattern analysis and visualization, and v)
pattern applications. Each task is explained in detail and
its related technologies are introduced. The Web mining
research is a converging research area from several
research communities, such as Databases, Information
Retrieval and Artificial Intelligence.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Web users are facing the problems of information
overload and drowning due to the significant and rapid
growth in the amount of information and the number of
users. However, the assessment of automatic semantic
measures is limited by the coverage of user studies, which
do not scale with the size, heterogeneity, and growth of the
Web. In Google search engine output has more 100 links.
when using GRA , it may reduce the hyperlinks into 50 or
40 links .But it not satisfy the user, because it may takes
more time for searching.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Initially many individual solutions are (usually)
randomly generated to form an initial population. The
population size depends on the nature of the problem, but
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typically contains several hundreds or thousands of
possible solutions. Traditionally, the population is
generated randomly, allowing the entire range of possible
solutions (the search space). Occasionally, the solutions
may be "seeded" in areas where optimal solutions are
likely to be found.

The fitness function evaluates the GRA individuals so
that the similarities between hyperlinks are maximized.
The proposed method tarts with a query request generated
by users. Then, using standard searching engines (ex.
Google [10],etc.), the initial population of GRA
individuals is created randomly from the results obtained
by the search engines. That is, GRA nodes encode the
hyperlinks generated by any standard search engine.

V. CONCLUSION

Web mining is a very broad research area trying to solve
issues that arise due to the WWW phenomenon. GRA
selects the hyperlinks considering their similarity and
quality. GRA provides the most similar hyperlinks with
respect to the query.  The quality of the resultant pages is
improved, when we using Page ranking with GRA ,
compared to the standard search engines and GRA. GRA
method can effectively provide a search strategy with
minimal user’s intervention but increase searching time.
The proposed algorithm will reduce user’s intervention
and  searching time.
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